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from a practical point of view
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About me
●

●

●

Started directly with a dedicated astronomical cooled monochromatic CCD
camera with 0.5 megapixels
Became a fan of CCD cameras (and filters) wondering what all can be done by
amateurs today! The technology is available now [apart from the conditions].
Initially started as a keen narrow band (Ha, OIII, SII) photographer, now enjoying
broad band imaging (LRGB).

I want to “download” whole Universe into my computer.
Every pixel counts.

The goal is to get as high quality data as possible to prevent excessive noise reduction.

http://astrofotky.cz/~Konihlav

CCD Camera Basics
Chip Size [mm] - physical dimension, e.g. 36x24mm or 12.5x9.9mm
full frame size, full frame readout, interline readout, progressive scan readout
Pixel Size [um] and Pixel Resolution, e.g. 9um or 4.54um, 4032 or 2750
QE [%] - Quantum Efficiency - converting photons to electrons, wavelength bound
Gain [e-/ADU] - converting electron counts (charge) into ADU units
ADU (Analog to Digital Unit) digital representation of signal, in 16-bit range 0 to 65535

Remark: Chip Size, Pixel Size and QE is a very important parameter to care about!

Chip Size vs. Resolution vs. Pixel Size

QE – Quantum Efficiency

CCD Camera Basics
Full Well Depth/Capacity [e-] - how many electrons could a pixel hold prior saturation
FWC = max ADU value * gain ; e.g. 65535 * 0.38 = 24900e- (about 25Ke- KAF-8300)
Inverse Gain [ADU/e-] - how many ADU levels equals to a charge of 1eDynamic Range - range of signal levels we can distinguish
based on gain settings, optimal gain (best dynamics) vs. high gain mode (sacrifice
dynamics on behalf of impression of amplified signal)
there is no way how to fool the physics

Remark: There's only one “best” gain settings for each CCD. Full Well is NOT an important
parameter to care about!

CCD Camera Basics
Linearity and Light Response - longer sub would yield adequate increase (linear) of
signal, light response of every particular pixel + flat fielding/vignetting correction
Bad Columns/Sensor Class - KODAK ? Truesense Imaging ? OnSemi (ON
Semiconductor) manufacturer's specification on number of bad columns in class 1 or
class 2 chips could be found and are considered 'normal'
Dark Current - unwanted “signal”, chip property, based on chip temperature, see
Thermal Noise for more remarks. Doubles with every 7 degrees of Celsius. In SONY
CCDs it is very low, in OnSemi/TSI/KODAK CCDs it is very high.

Remark: All modern CCD cameras have perfect Linearity (up to 50K – 60K ADU levels).

Linearity, Light Response, Gain

CCD Camera Basics
Readout Noise - noise added into image during read out of the detector as a process
of digitization (converting charge into ADU units), dependent mainly on a quality of
electronics of a particular CCD camera (manufacturer based) and on speed of
digitization (LN mode equals to slow(er) readout and therefore longer download time)
Thermal Noise - inherent noise, the only thing to be done about it is to cool down your
camera to as low temperature as it makes sense. Based on my research SONY based
cameras are fine with just something below zero degrees of Celsius (optimally -10
up/down to at most -15) while OnSemi/Truesense/KODAK chips need to be cooled
down to about additional 20 degrees delta apart from SONY chips, e.g. -30 to -40
makes sense
Cooling Delta - how cold can you get from ambient temperature during night on your
place during the season (winter/summer)
Remark: Cameras with higher RN require longer subexposure times in general. Note that
higher RN cameras (chips) have higher FWC to allow for longer subs!

Cooling and Thermal Noise

Remark: Frame non-linearity of KAI-11002. StdDev lowers with lower temperature. For
OnSemi/TSI/KODAK equipped cameras cooling is very important!

Readout Noise ~= StdDev * Gain

Remark: Single BIAS frame must show
Normal/Gaussian Distribution of Noise!

CCD Camera Basics
Shutter - based on chip type (full frame readout vs. interline) must be or may be
incorporated in the camera, for convenience of taking dark frames (and biases) a
shutter can be found even in cameras with interline detectors. The downside is that no
shutter is fast enough so it sets limit on a shortest usable sub-exposition time, for
taking flat fields you need to get over 3 seconds at least to mitigate any possible
sideeffect like shading
Filter Wheel - internal/external, power supply, cables, weight, size of filters
Download Time - in base binning 1x1 the more megapixels your camera has the
longer it usually takes to download the image into your computer provided the speed
of digitization is the same (which is not as every manufacturer uses different
electronics and design)

Remark: Ideal Filter Wheel holds at least 7-8 filters and doesn't require any cables!

CCD Camera Basics
Weight and Size - how much would the camera stress the focuser of my telescope?
BFD - Back Focal Distance - camera property, field flattener, field reducer, telescope
or lens property
Software Support - free imaging software, driver support
Accessories - OAG/FW/AG package
Local Support - stay within your side of the Pond!

Remark: As with telescopes, best camera is the one you use most of the time!

CCD Camera Basics

Price of the camera - same chip equipped cameras
from different makers might be quite differently priced.
The CHIP is the HEART of your camera!

Astrophotographer's Math
Image Scale [''(arcsec)/pixel] - one radian in degrees 57.2958 converting to seconds
converting from mm to um gives an image scale to be equal to
57.2958*3600/1000 * pixelsize[um] / focallength[mm]
OR SIMPLY
is = 206 * pixelsize[um] / focallength[mm]
This is the most important (frequently used) formula by an astrophotographer.
The other one is CFZ (Google it) and another one is Light Gathering Power based on
aperture size. Every time I get new telescope with different focal length and/or new
camera with different pixel size, I wonder what will be my image scale!

Remark: Smaller Pixel Size and/or longer Focal Length yields higher detail. Higher Pixel Size
and/or shorter Focal Length yields lower detail. Seeing/Diffraction limited.

Astrophotographer's Math
Oversampling vs. Undersampling
it is said that oversampled images are those taken with a setup having image scale a
very low number like e.g. 0.5 arcsec per pixel or lower. This might be the only case
when binning of your camera (2x2 instead of native 1x1) might be useful provided
other conditions are met.
Oversampling is the way to go in solar system / planetary imaging!
Undersampled images are those that are not oversampled.
...

Remark: There is no best value for imge scale. It's based on what are you up to!

Astrophotographer's Math
Nyquist theorem - from my perspective it is not important. Actually I do not really care
about sampling much as there's not much you can do about it. If you need detailed
images you simply have to shoot with long focal length telescope. I prefer to match
“best telescope money can buy with best camera money can buy” - that's my
philosophy on best match.
Knowing seeing values in your imaging place is the only important thing to evaluate
whether your sampling (image scale) is too big or too small!
● The fact is that undersampled images do not suffer by bad seeing and high image
scale images gather more photons per pixel from the imaging object.
● The lower image scale the longer total integration (imaging) time required to gather
decent SNR.
●

Remark: Matching “Telescope” to “Camera” is a myth! You either purchase/upgrade a new
CCD or a new Telescope, not both at the same time. There's no „General“ TRUTH!

Astrophotographer's Math
FOV - Field of View - how big portion of the sky would you capture with your setup
(telescope (focal length) and camera (pixel size, pixel resolution)) ?
pixel resolution in X axis multiplied by image scale divided by 60 yields FOV in minutes
divided by additional 60 yields FOV in degrees, e.g.
9um pixel camera, 900mm focal length, image scale = 2 arcsec per pixel giving FOV
2 * 4032 (pixel count in X axis) divided by 3600 equals 2.2 degrees or 138 minutes of
FOV
4.54um pixel camera, 330mm focal length, image scale = 2.83 arcsec per pixel giving
FOV 2.83 * 2750 (pixel count in X axis) divided by 3600 equals 2.16 degrees or 129
minutes of FOV

Astrophotographer's Math
SNR - Signal to Noise Ratio
Signal is what you want to capture, real photons from the object of interest.
Noise is everything else instantly added to your image, e.g.
Photon Noise - signal from the object is not discrete, sometimes you receive
fewer/more photons during your exposition (and not all photons get converted into
electrons based on QE – probability)
● Sky Noise - glow of the sky, of the atmosphere, sky brightness
● Dark Current/Thermal Noise - not much to do about it apart from cooling your CCD
● Readout Noise - higher requires longer subs, lower allows for shorter subs!
●

Remark: On top of all noise sources the signal is affected by plenty of other things like
coming/passing clouds, improper GUIDING OR FOCUS and billion of other defects!

Astrophotographer's Math
Aperture - similarly to Chip Size the Aperture is the major parameter (most important)
of your imaging setup as it sets the limit on how many photons coming from the
Universe your camera could possibly register, e.g.
77mm diameter telescope gathers light power pi * r2 that is 3.14*(77/2)2 that is 4656
„pieces of light“
250mm diameter telescope gathers light power (250/2)2 * pi = 49000 pieces of light
central obstruction 115mm in case of my telescope blocks 10300 pieces therefore final
light gathering power of my 10” Newtonian is 49000 - 10300 = 38700 „pieces of light“
which is about 8.3 times higher! But also the scope is 18kg weight while little 77mm
refractor is 2-3kg. Practical remark - cooling time of your instrument!

Remark: Aperture → Telescope Resolution (Diffraction Limited) vs. Image Scale.

Astrophotographer's Math

Image Circle and Non-Vignetting Area
guaranteed quality of your imaging setup within some radius
● amount of easily correctable vignetting (25%?) based on CCD Chip Size
●

What matters is the total integration time and individual sub-exposition duration!

Remark: Astrographs (Telescopes dedicated for astrophotography) are very expensive
because of large corrected Image Circle (FOV) and small amount of Vignetting!

Use Case – NarrowBand Imaging
What does it mean?
Shooting only narrow bandpass (3 to 12 nanometers) of the incoming light
● Use of so called narrow band filters for particular emission lines like e.g. Hydrogen
Alpha, Oxygen III, Sulfur II, NII [Ha / Hb / OIII / SII / NII]
●
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Use Case – NarrowBand Imaging

Remark: To double SNR you need 4x longer total integration time or use a double size
aperture telescope with the same focal length (not really an option)!

Sky flux = 30 e- / sec = city sky or wider narrow-band filter (12nm+)

Sky flux = 3 e- / sec = dark sky and/or very narrow narrow-band filter

Use Case – NarrowBand Imaging
Setup (A) - 77mm aperture telescope with a CCD chip of high QE and ultra low noise
Setup (B) - 250mm aperture telescope with worst ever CCD chip on the World
BOTH have the same FOV and image scale around 2.2 arcsec per pixel
Setup (A) and Setup (B) lead to very similar results, due to resampling (downsizing) of
the image from Setup (B). The (B) is only little „better“, but is much more expensive!
Small telescope can compete with a big aperture one by use of a top-notch CCD
camera. Question of portability and budget.
RESULTS compared (both images 144minutes total integration time)
…

Use Case – NarrowBand Imaging
Conclusion
What matters most, apart from Aperture Size is
Readout Noise !!! - same chip camera with 5e- RN vs 10e- RN is better 4 times!
● Filters - as narrow as possible (apart from Ha where 5nm is acceptable), THE
narrower narrow band filters the more important is the Readout Noise as the Filters
limits Sky Flux (Sky Background)!
● QE - Quantum Efficiency
●

…
Subexposure Duration (to some extent you can improve things with longer subs)
● Low Vignetting
●

Remark: Low RN Cameras can be effectively used for so called „lucky“ imaging!

Use Case – BroadBand Imaging
What does it mean?
Shooting Luminance / Red / Green / Blue color bandpass of the incoming light
● Using broad band filters [LRGB] or anything else that is not narrowband!
●

Use Case – BroadBand Imaging
Setup (A) - 77mm aperture telescope with a CCD chip of high QE and ultra low noise
Setup (B) - 250mm aperture telescope with worst ever CCD chip on the World
BOTH have the same FOV and image scale around 2.2 arcsec per pixel
Setup (B) with 8x higher LGP and 7x bigger CCD chip (moreover twice as large pixels)
wins by a factor of 10 times over Setup (B) in terms of „speed“ (total integration time)
RESULTS compared (both images 5 hours of total integration time)
…

Use Case – BroadBand Imaging
Conclusion
What matters most, apart from Aperture Size is
Dark Sky !!! - shooting under darker skies is like using a bigger apperture telescope!
● Chip Size
● Pixel Size (e.g. bin2x2 with 9um pixels yields effectively 18um superpixel) - it is
important to care about your final image resolution in terms of „megapixels“ or pixel
count in order to make a high quality printouts on big formats (A3/A2 etc.) using
reasonable DPI (dots per inch resolution)
●

…
QE - Quantum Efficiency
● Low Vignetting
●

General Tips
For Successful Imaging (High SNR Data)
Dithering
● Cable management
● Analyze data quality during capture - FWHM, Roundness, Intensity...
● Focus vs. guiding (image scale of guider vs. image scale of main imager)
● Beware of posterization
● Use low noise mode / slow readout settings
● Always take new flats (detect chip/window frosting)
● Keep your scope collimated and use an OAG
● Beware of stray light
● Pay attention to composition
● Deconvolve only oversampled images
● Drizzle only undersampled and dithered images
● Do not bin unless...
●

Appendix - Calibration Process
Common rules, in general:
all calibration frames must be taken at the same/equal chip temperature as the light
frames
● all calibration frames must be taken with the same binning (1x1, 2x2) and possibly
the same gain/offset settings and same download speed (LN readout, slow readout)
● it's not a bad idea to use the same power supply and cables as during light frame
capture
● it's not a bad idea to take flats almost after every imaging session and to “re-new”
your master dark library once per year and after e.g. camera firmware update or
drivers update
●

Sony ICX progressive scan - mono
ICX285, ICX694, ICX814, ICX825, ICX207
typical calibration workflow:
bias frames → master bias
● calibrate flat field frames with master bias → master flat
● calibrate light frames with master flat and master bias
● possibly remove hot pixels (BPM) if lights were not dithered
●

in extreme case (broadband imaging) a calibration with biases might be omitted!
exception: QSI cameras currently require dark frame calibration

Sony ICX two frame readout - color
ICX493AQ, ICX413AQ ~ QHY8/8L/10/12
Bias - suffers from line pattern
Flat Fields - be aware of different pixel (color) sensitivity, requires convenient light
source, pay attention to actual vignetting - ADU levels in the center of the frame vs. at
the corners for all colors
Dark Frames - required not exactly for calibration of dark current, but mainly to
calibrate out the luminiscence issue (Amp-Glow) and horizontal banding caused by
interline/two-field readout
typical calibration workflow:
● dark frames for flat fields → master dark for flat fields
● dark frames for light frames → master dark for lights
● calibrate flat field frames with master dark for flat fields → master flat
● calibrate light frames with master flat and master dark for lights
exception: QHY8Pro with ICX453 that is progressive readout and does not suffer by
line pattern

OnSemi (TSI/Kodak) KAF chips
full frame readout
Camera must have a mechanical shutter!
typical calibration workflow:
● bias/dark frames for flat fields → master bias/dark for flat fields
● dark frames for light frames → master dark for lights
● calibrate flat field frames with master bias/dark for flat fields → master flat
● calibrate light frames with master flat and master dark for lights
● possibly fix/repair bad columns
● possibly use dark frame scaling by use of a master bias
attention: KAF-9000 suffers from severe RBI, IR-preflash is a must

OnSemi (TSI/Kodak) KAI chips
interline readout
Camera may optionally have a mechanical shutter
typical calibration workflow:
● dark frames for flat fields → master dark for flat fields
● dark frames for light frames → master dark for lights
● calibrate flat field frames with master dark for flat fields → master flat
● calibrate light frames with master flat and master dark for lights
● fix/repair bad columns
attention: KAI-11002 suffers from plenty of chip defects, therefore dithering is a must
and scaling darks will not work due to vertical structure

All you need to know about CCD cameras

THANK YOU!
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